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CITRIX 
(XenApp & XenDesktop)

Comprehensive
Remote
Administration

FEATURES

Easily manage users and
associated permissions from a
simple dashboard.

YES LIMITED
Manage users and permissions
without the ability to have
multiple users per VM.

Easy Installation
and Setup

Setup and deploy a VM in
minutes using templates and
simplified setup processes
without complex training and
documentation

YES NO
Complex processes and setup
will require time to train and
understand documentation for
a large enterprise-focussed
product.

Comprehensive
Security

Effective and maintainable
security with built-in encryption,
strong data policies,
automated firewalls and AV
implementations alongside off-
site backups.

YES YES
Comprehensive security
infrastructure with adequate
encryption, controls and
policies suitable for large
customers.

High Performance
Persistent desktops, device-
independent GUIs and 24-hour
availability on VM’s provides
high performance to users.

YES
LIMITED
High performance is
achievable with ease, providing
device-independent GUIs and
desktop persistence. However,
VMs are not accessible 24
hours a day.

Simple App and
Desktop Delivery

Pre-configured RDP clients,
includes app virtualization and
remote VM access, all available
without the need for a complex
plugin.

YES LIMITED
Many features are only
achievable using complex
plugins and configuration
changes.

Pricing

Pay-as-you-go and Fixed
pricing models. No minimum
order, no up-front costs and
no hidden fees.

Fixed pricing available.
Additional developments and
plug-ins may increase the cost.

V2 CLOUD

https://v2cloud.com/book-a-demo
http://v2cloud.com/


YES
Applications and desktops can
be managed, deployed and
maintained with ease, allowing
a comprehensive array of
different services to be
accessible.
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Appropriate
Desktop and App
Management

Easily manage users and
associated permissions from a
simple dashboard.

YES

Access to
Managed Services

NO
Monitoring, Maintenance, and
Service Desks are not included
in the base offerings.

Wide Array of Pre-
Installed Software

Free online chat, phone and
email support is included as
standard with a response times
within minutes.

YES
Available during business hours
to aid with any queries IT
administrators may have.

Appropriate
Scalability Scale up or down as and when

required.

YES LIMITED
Easy to scale up the
deployment, difficult to scale
down.

Unlimited
Networking

Fully-managed setup, backup
management, software and
hardware upgrades are
included in the base offering.

YES

Access to Microsoft Windows,
Office, anti-virus and more is
included.

YES
LIMITED
Operating systems and
antiviruses included. However,
business support systems such
as Microsoft Office are not pre-
installed.

Reliable Customer
Support

Unlimited bandwidth and
unmetered internet is provided,
allowing users to get on with
their work uninterrupted

YES NO
Unlimited bandwidth and
unmetered internet is not
included, requiring IT
administrators to monitor and
manage usage.
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